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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Affairs Committee 
30th meeting, 2018 (Session 5) Thursday 29 November 2018 

Article 50: Preparedness 
 
Introduction 
 
The Committee issued a call for evidence1 on „Article 50: Preparedness‟ on 14 
September 2018.  Specifically, the Committee sought views on: 
 

 What impact the Article 50 negotiations have had upon your business / 
organisation to date? 
 

 What preparations, if any, are being made by your business / organisation for 
the range of scenarios which may result from the Article 50 negotiations? 
 

 What you consider the impact of a no-deal outcome would be for your 
business / organisation? 
 

 To what extent, the guidance issued by the European Commission and UK 
Government has been helpful in helping you to prepare for the UK‟s 
withdrawal from the EU? 
 

 What further support or guidance you consider the Scottish Government, UK 
Government and / or European Commission should be providing to enable 
individuals, businesses and organisations in Scotland to prepare for the UK‟s 
withdrawal from the EU? 

 
The call for evidence closed on Friday 12 October 2018.  The Committee‟s scrutiny 
of this area forms part of the Committee‟s wider scrutiny of the Article 50 
negotiations process. 
 
Evidence session 
 
The Committee will hold a round-table evidence session on „Article 50: 
Preparedness‟ with organisations which responded to the call for evidence.  This is 
the Committee‟s first evidence on this issue following the close of the call for 
evidence.  The Committee will take evidence from the following witnesses: 
 

 Paul Buckley, Director of Strategy and Policy, General Medical Council 
 

 Gary Stephenson, Chair, Food and Drink Federation Scotland 
 

 Jennifer Hunter, Executive Leader, Culture Counts 
 

                                            
1 The call for evidence can be accessed at: 
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/CTEER_2018.09.13_Article_50_CF
E.pdf 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/CTEER_2018.09.13_Article_50_CFE.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/CTEER_2018.09.13_Article_50_CFE.pdf
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 Mr Matt Lancashire, Director of Policy and Public Affairs, Scottish Council for 
Development and Industry 

 
 Alistair Sim, Director, Universities Scotland 

 
 Clare Slipper, Political Affairs Manager, National Farmers Union Scotland 

 
 Chris Yarsley, Policy Manager, Freight Transport Association 

 
All the organisations represented at the evidence session responded to the 
Committee‟s call for evidence and these submissions are provided at Annexe A to 
this paper. 
 
The round-table evidence on „Article 50: Preparedness‟ will be structured around four 
themes.  These are: 
 

 Impact of the Brexit process to date 
 

 The Proposed Withdrawal Agreement / Political Declaration and alternative 
approaches to Brexit 

 
 Preparations for transition 

 
 No-deal preparedness 

 
 

Stephen Herbert 
Clerk 

CTEEA Committee 
26 November 2018 
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Annexe A: Written Submissions 
 

General Medical Council 

Executive summary 

1 Leaving the EU could have a significant impact on the regulation, movement 
and education of doctors. The impact could be significant in all four UK 
countries, but (for different reasons) there are particular challenges potentially 
facing Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.  

2 We are therefore concerned that with less than six months to go before EU exit 
and increasing talk of the possibility of a „no deal‟ we still do not know how, and 
how quickly, EEA qualified doctors will be able to join the UK medical register.   

3 It is essential that exiting the EU does not either deliberately or inadvertently 
deter the approximately 2,000 EEA qualified doctors who come here each year 
and contribute to the NHS. This submission summarises a number of issues 
that EU withdrawal, and the nature of it, will place on healthcare professional 
regulation and thus patient safety. We also summarise a number of the 
discussions we are holding with the UK and devolved governments.  

4 As the UK medical regulator we are doing all that we can to prepare for the 
various scenarios that we may face in March 2019, while we await the outcome 
of the negotiations. These preparations are resource intensive and we running 
out of time to implement whichever route to the register the UK government 
decides to put in place for this important cohort of doctors. There is a risk that 
the continuing uncertainty will deter EEA doctors from coming to the UK and 
contributing to our NHS.  

5 It is imperative that the UK government now provides clarity and certainty on the 
systems that we need to put in place for registering EEA qualified doctors. 

Introduction 

6 The General Medical Council (GMC) is an independent organisation that helps 
to protect patients and improve medical education and practice across the UK.  

 We decide which doctors are qualified to work here and we oversee UK 
medical education and training 

 We set the standards that doctors need to follow, and make sure that they 
continue to meet these standards throughout their careers 
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 We take action to prevent a doctor from putting the safety of patients, or the 
public‟s confidence in doctors, at risk.  

7 While regulation of the medical profession is reserved to Westminster, the GMC 
operates within the legal and legislative structures of the different jurisdictions 
within the UK. As an example of this, our guidance for doctors reflects the laws 
of all Scotland, and when a law changes we seek senior counsel‟s advice on 
whether we would need to update our guidance. 

8 Our statutory powers are set out in the Medical Act 1983. The way in which we 
regulate doctors from the European Economic Area (EEA) is determined by the 
mutual recognition of professional qualifications Directive (2005/36/EC), which 
is transposed into UK law via the 1983 Act. 

9 In Scotland, over 1,250 doctors from the EEA are currently registered with the 
GMC to practise medicine in the UK (over 30,000 doctors UK-wide), with over 
1,150 of these holding a license to practise (over 21,700 UK-wide). Our health 
service benefits considerably from the contribution of overseas doctors and this 
has not changed because of the vote to leave the EU. 

THE EEA MEDICAL WORKFORCE IN THE UK 

10 Doctors from Europe make a vital contribution to the health services across the 
UK. 9% of all licensed doctors in 2018 were EEA graduates (5.8% for Scotland). 
That‟s approximately 21,700 doctors (over 1,150 for Scotland). Our data shows 
that this number has remained fairly constant over the last three years. 

11 Our latest data report2 shows that, UK-wide, 14% of the specialist register were 
EEA graduates with certain specialties such as ophthalmology (24%) and 
surgery (18%) being more reliant on this group. In Scotland, 9% of the specialist 
register are EEA graduates, with anaesthetics and intensive care medicine 
(15%), pathology (13%) and surgery (13%) being more reliant on this group. 

12 When the four countries of the UK are compared, Northern Ireland has the 
largest percentage of its workforce holding an EEA Primary Medical 
Qualification (PMQ), with 71% of those graduating in the Republic of Ireland.  

13 For the first time, 2018 saw the number of graduates from Central Europe, 
Eastern Europe and Baltic countries exceed those from North-western Europe. 
But, as in 2017, over half of all EEAs graduated from just four countries: Ireland, 
Greece, Italy and Germany. 

                                            
2 https://www.gmc-uk.org/about/what-we-do-and-why/data-and-research/research-and-insight-

archive/our-data-about-doctors-with-a-european-primary-medical-qualification-in-2018   
 

https://www.gmc-uk.org/about/what-we-do-and-why/data-and-research/research-and-insight-archive/our-data-about-doctors-with-a-european-primary-medical-qualification-in-2018
https://www.gmc-uk.org/about/what-we-do-and-why/data-and-research/research-and-insight-archive/our-data-about-doctors-with-a-european-primary-medical-qualification-in-2018
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Differences between the four countries of the UK 

14 Brexit will instigate significant questions for workforce arrangements in all four 
countries of the UK, especially in Northern Ireland which is the only part of the 
UK that shares a land border with another EU country. This is compounded by 
the development of more cross border working in recent years and the 
integration of some medical services on the island of Ireland. 

15 Our data shows that there are a similar proportion of EEA graduates in each 
broad area of practice in Scotland and Wales. Northern Ireland has the greatest 
proportion of EEA graduates who are GPs. England has the most EEA 
graduates who are specialists or on neither register and not in training. 

16 In Northern Ireland, 9.9% (170) of GPs are EEA graduates with 86.5% (147) of 
those having qualified in Ireland. Scotland, Wales and England have relatively 
low reliance on EEA GPs with 3.7% to 4.9% of their GPs qualified in the EEA. 

17 However these figures do not reflect the relative high dependency on EEA 
qualified doctors in certain areas of the UK. We know that in some remote and 
rural areas in Scotland and Wales, there are a higher percentage of non-UK 
licensed doctors than the overall UK figure. 

18 In Scotland this includes Argyll and Bute, the Western Isles, Orkney, and 
Shetland. 

19 In Wales, Hywel Dda University Health Board covering west Wales has the 
highest percentage of doctors with an EEA primary medical qualification of all 
Welsh health boards, standing at 10.6% of its 887 connected doctors.  

20 Additionally, Betsi Cadwaladr UHB covering north Wales has the second 
highest dependency on doctors with an EEA primary medical qualification, 
standing at 9.3% of its 1,476 connected doctors. 

IMPACT OF ‘NO DEAL’ BREXIT ON MEDICAL REGULATION 

21 In the event that the UK Government and EU leaders are unable to reach 
agreement on the terms of the UK‟s withdrawal from the EU, we foresee three 
possible scenarios for medical regulation post-March 2019. 

a Option 1 Applications for registration from EEA qualified doctors are 
considered via the existing routes for International Medical Graduates 
(IMGs). This means that they may be required to sit the Professional and 
Linguistic Assessment Board (PLAB) exams before being granted 
registration and, for specialist or GP registration may have to demonstrate 
documented equivalence to a curriculum that covers specialist training and 
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experience in the UK. These are called the Certificate of Eligibility for 
Specialist Registration CESR) and Certificate of Eligibility for GP Registration 
(CEGPR) processes – sometimes referred to as the equivalence routes.  

b Option 2 The UK government invites the UK Parliament to unilaterally 
maintain the current system of automatic recognition granted by virtue 
of the mutual recognition of professional qualifications (MRPQ) 
Directive – but for a time limited period. This would allow EEA qualified 
doctors to have automatic access to the UK medical register as they do now. 
However the implications of continuing with a system of preferential 
treatment for EEA doctors, despite the UK no longer being part of the EU, 
would need to be very carefully considered. 

c Option 3 A bespoke framework is created for EEA qualified doctors 
which would straddle the above two options to limit the impact of a „no deal‟ 
Brexit, whether in the short-term only or for the foreseeable future.  

22 We would not support any option or policy position that would either deliberately 
or inadvertently deter the approximately 2,000 EEA qualified doctors who come 
to the UK each year and contribute to the NHS. 

23 In our view, the best option is option 2 above - a legally codified and prescriptive 
framework which mirrors our obligations under the current MRPQ Directive, but 
for a time-limited period only, to mitigate the short-term workforce risks and 
provide a breathing space for the development in the long-term of a new, more 
robust but more flexible regime to register doctors regardless of where they 
qualified outside of the UK. Under this we would be mandated to continue to 
automatically recognise EEA qualifications. The strict legal basis would avoid 
the risk of challenge on the grounds of equality and discrimination.  

24 However it is essential that this framework is strictly time limited to enable us to 
work with the UK Government in collaboration with the devolved governments to 
design a new registration system that supports our long term vision for the UK, 
and Scotland, to be an attractive place for all doctors who qualified outside the 
UK and that our requirements for entry to the medical register should be 
simplified. This system needs to be fair for all doctors joining the medical 
registers, regardless of where in the world they qualified. This would set a clear 
threshold for medical practice in the UK and would ensure patient safety in the 
post-Brexit healthcare environment.  

THE HARD BREXIT SCENARIOS 

25 There are advantages and disadvantages to all of the above options. What is 
clear to us is that, with less than six month before a possible „no deal‟ Brexit, we 
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are now limited as to the viability of certain options. We would not support any 
option or policy position that would either deliberately or inadvertently deter the 
approximately 2,000 EEA qualified doctors who come here each year and 
contribute to the NHS. 

26 In terms of planning and preparedness, the first two options which provide a 
clear cut and pre-exiting route to registration would be easier to implement by 
March 2019. However they are not without risks.  

OPTION 1: EEA DOCTORS TREATED AS IMGS FROM EU EXIT DAY 

27 It is difficult to predict what impact this approach would have on the flow of EEA 
doctors but given how different it is from the current system of automatic 
recognition it is likely to substantially diminish the attractiveness of the UK for 
EEA qualified doctors in the short to medium term and result in smaller numbers 
applying. The impact on the NHS in Scotland could be significant and 
immediate. 

28 It also presents us with some significant logistical challenges. Moving 
approximately 2,000 EEA qualified applicants per year to the IMG registration 
process for basic medical registration would require significant additional 
capacity within the GMC Clinical Assessment Centre (CAC) to handle the 
additional PLAB assessments, and from 2022 onwards, the Clinical 
Professional Standards Assessment component of the Medical Licensing 
Assessment.  

29 In addition the equivalence routes that we apply for IMG doctors wishing to join 
the specialist and GP registers are set out in very prescriptive secondary 
legislation3. We have called on the UK government to reform these routes for 
some time and an increase in the numbers following these routes would pose 
an increased burden on EEA doctors, the GMC, and the Royal Colleges whose 
expertise we need to help us to assess each application. Importantly it can also 
result in a delay of around 18 months between initial application and acceptance 
onto the register. There is a global market for doctors who are in short supply in 
many countries both in the developed and developing worlds. Making the 
process for obtaining registration in the UK more difficult involves a significant 
risk for the NHS.  

OPTION 2: KEEPING MRPQ – BUT FOR A TIME LIMITED PERIOD 
30 Under European law, doctors who are nationals of the EEA (and those who are 

entitled to count as such) and hold medical qualifications from another country 
                                            
3 Postgraduate Medical Education Training Order 2010 (amended 2012) and Applications for General 
Practice and Specialist Registration Regulations 2010 (amended 2011) 
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in the EEA are entitled to have their qualifications recognised and to pursue the 
medical profession in the UK with the same rights as doctors who qualified in 
the UK. This entitlement is set on the basis of their qualification meeting the 
minimum training requirements outlined in the Directive and which are set out 
solely in terms of time spent in training. We have long argued that time spent in 
training alone does not provide us with the necessary evidence to assure us 
that European qualifications awarded outside of the UK are indeed equivalent to 
the experience and skills we require of medical practice professionals that have 
qualified in the UK.  

31 Brexit provides us with an opportunity, in the medium to long term, to reform the 
registration requirements for all doctors wishing to practise in the UK and in line 
with our Council‟s decision that registration post-Brexit should adhere to the 
following principles: 

a Unless legislation requires us to take a particular course of action, any 
choices we make within what is permitted by law must be evidence based. 

b Any action we take must prioritise public protection over any other 
consideration. Although we have a strong interest in promoting workforce 
mobility and expansion, this cannot be to the detriment of patient safety. 

c Any action we take, unless prescribed by legislation, must ensure equitable 
treatment between cohorts where appropriate – in compliance with equality 
legislation. 

d Any action we take should be in keeping with our push for a more flexible 
regulatory framework and the discretion to develop (within broad 
parameters) new approaches for granting access to the medical register and 
for recognising and approving medical education and training. 

32 Retaining the key provisions of the MRPQ Directive in UK law for a time limited 
period would maintain the automatic ability of EEA qualified doctors to join the 
UK register and is the option most likely to minimise the impact of a „no deal‟ 
Brexit on the flow of incoming professionals and any ensuring risks associated 
with workforce shortages.  

33 However, we must highlight that even with a unilateral application of MRPQ, 
there would remain a risk of a delay in the flow of EEA medical professionals to 
the UK. This is because the requirements for information sharing set out in the 
Directive are unlikely to be reciprocated by the 27 other EU member states and 
our exclusion from the European Commission‟s Internal Market Information 
(IMI) system would make it difficult for us to obtain the necessary documents 
and confirmations from European competent authorities that enable us to grant 
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automatic recognition in a prompt way. Wider considerations (such as economic 
and the immigration and visa regime) will also play a role. 

34 Some may also argue that this option, even if only in place for a limited period, 
does not reflect the outcome of the 2016 referendum.  

35 That said, on balance, we believe that the maintenance of the regime for a time 
limited period would ensure that the medical workforce in the UK is least 
affected by a „no deal‟ Brexit. It would also provide us with the unique 
opportunity to consider the wholesale reform to our registration processes that 
we have long been calling for as part of the wider reform to professional 
regulation (which has long enjoyed  
cross-party support both at a UK-wide level and in Scotland).   

36 Due to lack of parliamentary time at Westminster we would not be able to 
deliver wholesale reform by March 2019 but are committed to work with the UK 
government in collaboration with the devolved governments to make this 
happen before the end of the time limited period. 

37 Wholesale reform to our registration system would also be in line with the 
Migration Advisory Committee recommendation that the UK should move to a 
system in which all migration is managed with no preferential access given to 
EU citizens. 

OPTION 3: A BESPOKE FRAMEWORK FOR EEA DOCTORS FOR THE SHORT-
TERM OR FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE 

38 It may be possible to devise a bespoke approach for EEA doctors under which 
they would enjoy certain privileges not extended to IMGs. However, any 
framework which granted some form of preferential, discretionary treatment to 
EEA applicants over international applicants without sufficient justification in 
policy terms and a clear basis in UK law would risk leaving us open to legal 
challenge.  

39 We would also struggle to implement and operationalise a new bespoke system 
in such a short period of time. Registration systems are complex – underpinned 
by substantial IT systems and dependent on a supporting policy, legal, 
operational and communications infrastructure, they take time and careful 
consideration to develop.  This option is probably not deliverable in the short-
term and much less attractive in the long-term than wholescale reform (option 
2).  

GMC PREPAREDNESS FOR ‘NO DEAL’ BREXIT 
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40 We have considered how, in the light of this uncertainty, we should move 
forward in terms of our planning for how best to regulate the medical profession 
as the UK leaves the EU.  

Workforce capacity planning 

41 As outlined above, we do not yet know the impact of a „no deal‟ Brexit on the 
registration of EEA qualified doctors, and therefore on the NHS. We have 
undertaken some modelling based on the assumption that we would be legally 
required to treat applications received from a doctor who qualified within the 
EEA as an IMG. This would have an important operational impact and, as a 
responsible regulator, we are making contingency plans so that we can meet 
this challenge should it materialise in March 2019. 

42 In recent years around 1,300 EEA qualified doctors each year have joined the 
specialist and GP registers via automatic recognition of their EEA qualification, 
falling to 1,100 in the last year for which we have data. To provide context, we 
know that of the 1,375 EEA graduates that joined our registers in 2016 via 
automatic recognition of their professional qualifications, we can identify that 55 
(4%) were located in Scotland in 2017. This is broadly in line with the proportion 
of all EEA doctors who work in Scotland (5%). In 2017, 1,110 EEA graduates 
joined the UK‟s GP and specialist registers via automatic recognition of their 
qualification. We know that around 5% of all of the UK‟s EEA graduates with a 
license to practise in 2017 worked in Scotland. If the RPQ Directive ceased to 
apply to the UK after EU exit, all of these doctors would have to follow the 
„equivalence‟ route onto our register. Set out in secondary legislation, this is an 
exhaustive and bureaucratic process which places pressures on both applicants 
and on the Royal Colleges who work with us to process the applications. 
Importantly it can also result in a delay of around 18 months between initial 
application and acceptance onto the register. This is highly likely to impact on 
professional mobility and workforce planning.  

Clinical assessment capacity planning  

43 One of the principal routes for IMG doctors to access the basic medical register 
is the Professional and Linguistic Assessments Board test (PLAB). Part 2 of 
PLAB – the assessment of clinical skills - takes place in our Clinical Assessment 
Centre in Manchester which is already running at full capacity. We are currently 
exploring the options to source additional capacity elsewhere. This is now even 
more urgent as we make preparations for a „no deal‟ Brexit and the potential 
need to further increase capacity to allow for EEA graduates to sit the PLAB test 
after March 2019.  
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44 To be sure of having access to additional capacity we need to both find and 
resource it – bespoke clinical assessment centres are relatively rare, costly to 
run and maintain.  

45 In addition, we would need to work with the British Council who currently runs 
the assessment for Part 1 of the PLAB exam. There are currently no 
assessments run in the EU 27 member states. We would require time to engage 
with the British Council to establish capacity to do this. 

46 In order to explore how we can better support international doctors seeking to 
register with the GMC and work in Scotland, we are currently running a pilot to 
hold Part 1 of the PLAB exam in our Edinburgh office. With all places taken for 
our first exam in September and places for the second exam in November 
having all been allocated, we are pleased to be continuing this into 2019.  

Business process changes  

47 The business processes and the supporting Information System (IS) 
infrastructure which enable us to register doctors (whether UK, EEA or IMG) are 
extremely complex, and making changes to them is both time-consuming and 
costly. We are at the point of no return in relation to reconfiguring those systems 
and processes in time for March 2019, should the Withdrawal Agreement not be 
finalised.  

48 Accordingly, we will shortly begin to incur potentially significant costs in making 
contingency plans to treat EEA doctors as IMGs from 30 March 2019, unless we 
receive an explicit and legally valid assurance that the earliest such changes 
might be needed is after a transition period.  

49 We do not take lightly any decision that involves spending the money that our 
registrants pay to us. At the same time, we cannot take the risk that our systems 
will not be able to cope with a „no deal‟ outcome which would require us to treat 
EEA doctors as IMGs in less than six months‟ time. We would need to report 
and justify any such expenditure in our annual report to the UK Parliament.  

CONCLUSION 
50 As we outlined earlier in the year in our evidence to the Health and Sport 

Committee‟s inquiry into the impact of leaving the EU on health and social care 
in Scotland4, leaving the EU could have a significant impact on the regulation, 
movement and education of doctors. The impact could be significant in all four 
UK countries, but (for different reasons) there are particular challenges 
potentially facing Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.  

                                            
4 http://www.parliament.scot/S5_HealthandSportCommittee/Inquiries/BREX015_GMC.pdf 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_HealthandSportCommittee/Inquiries/BREX015_GMC.pdf
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51 Our submission was consistent with our 2016 submission to the Westminster 
Health Select Committee Inquiry on the impact of Brexit on health and social 
care5.Two years on from our submission to the committee, we still do not have 
confirmation from the UK Government on how they would like us to deal with 
applications from doctors who currently have an automatic recognition right 
under the 2005/36/EC Directive in the case of a „no deal‟ Brexit. This has 
impacted on our ability to plan for a potential „no deal‟ scenario. 

52 A „no deal‟ Brexit in March 2019 would pose challenges for the GMC in 
registering doctors and therefore have an impact on the NHS. We must ensure 
that we continue to meet our statutory, regulatory functions whilst also working 
to ensure that the medical workforce is not destabilised and patient safety is 
maintained. 

53 We must also ensure that any option or policy position does not either 
deliberately or inadvertently deter the EEA qualified doctors who come here 
each year and contribute to the NHS. 

54 We also want to work with the UK government in collaboration with the devolved 
governments to maintain the supply of medical professionals to the UK from 
elsewhere in the world to ensure safe and effective care can continue to be 
provided in the future.  

55 The lack of clarity over what registration system will be put in place for EEA 
qualified doctors is deeply worrying – we have certainly passed the point of no 
return for designing and implementing a new, bespoke system by March 2019.  

56 We have long argued that the legislation that covers our registration 
responsibilities is increasingly outdated, and far too prescriptive about what 
applicants have to do. Despite being amended from time to time over the years, 
it hasn‟t kept pace at a fundamental level with changing demand in the UK 
health services. We would like new legislation that would allow us more 
flexibility, and have been pressing for that for some time.  

57 In light of this, we see the best option for the short term to be a legally codified 
and prescriptive framework which mirrors the current MRPQ Directive, as set 
above (option 2). Under this we would be mandated to continue to automatically 
recognise EEA qualifications. The strict legal basis would avoid the risk of 
challenge on the grounds of equality and discrimination.  

                                            
5 http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/health-and-
social-care-committee/brexit-and-health-and-social-care/oral/48236.html 

http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/health-and-social-care-committee/brexit-and-health-and-social-care/oral/48236.html
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/health-and-social-care-committee/brexit-and-health-and-social-care/oral/48236.html
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58 However it is essential that this framework is strictly time limited to enable us to 
work with the UK Government in collaboration with devolved governments to 
design a new registration system that is fair for all doctors joining the medical 
registers, regardless of where in the world they qualified. This would set a clear 
threshold for medical practice in the UK and would ensure patient safety in the 
post-Brexit healthcare environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Food and Drink Federation Scotland 

Introduction 
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This submission is made by the Food and Drink Federation (FDF) Scotland. FDF 
Scotland represents the food and drink manufacturing industry in Scotland. We are 
Scotland's largest manufacturing sector, accounting for 30% of total manufacturing 
turnover and our gross value added to the economy is £3.8bn, representing 29.7% 
of Scottish manufacturing value added. We have 1,015 food and drink 
manufacturing businesses, employing 45,000 people, which represents 25% of the 
Scottish manufacturing workforce. In 2017, all food and drink exports from 
Scotland have increased by 11% to £6bn. 
 
FDF Scotland welcomes the opportunity to make comments on our members 
preparations for implementation of Article 50. We consulted our membership to get 
their experiences and their responses are collated under the questions posed by 
the Committee. The companies that provided views have asked to remain 
anonymous. 
 
What impact the Article 50 negotiations have had upon your business / 
organisation to date? 

Members reflected that both customers and consumers have a lack of certainty and 
are extremely nervous about the outcome of the Brexit negotiations. The result of 
this is hesitancy in investment decisions by both member companies and their 
customers. 

The weakening of the pound against other foreign currencies but most importantly 
the euro and the US dollar is resulting in increased costs of purchasing ingredients, 
packaging and equipment. For example, a Scottish member sources 30% of 
ingredients and packaging from Europe and the rest of the world and have seen 
sharp increases in raw material and packaging from abroad. 

An FDF member company has estimated the staff time and resources looking at 
potential options invested in providing input and understanding potential outcomes at 
£100k to date. 

One member has already lost business opportunities from customers that would 
have bought products from Scotland but decided not to risk the disruption to their 
supply chain. They estimate this lost business is around £200k to date. 

There has been much discussion both in the media and in businesses about 
stockpiling. Some members are reviewing their stock to ensure enough supply to 
ship before end March 2019.  Much of this stock will be produced with the 
assumption of sale which is not guaranteed, the assumption that March 2019 will be 
the deadline and, for one member, the capital invested in stock they will not sell until 
6 months‟ time.  This member estimates that they have a £6m stockpile in an 
external warehouse. Even if they sell the stockpile, the cost of warehousing this 
stock will cost several hundred thousand pounds. 

Other members may not be able to stockpile as there is a shortage of warehousing 
capacity in Scotland. 

What preparations, if any, are being made by your business / organisation for 
the range of scenarios which may result from the Article 50 negotiations? 
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Companies reflected that it is difficult to make any preparations due to lack of clarity 
in negotiations and general uncertainty  

Stockpiling was hailed in the media as a potential solution but for many members it 
will simply shorten shelf life and this may not be accepted by their customers 
resulting in huge financial losses. 

One food manufacturer has been asked by most of their suppliers to provide 12-
month sales forecasts, to enable them to look at manufacturing stock further ahead 
and putting that volume into the supply chain. The additional stock will need to be 
paid for by the food manufacturer which will tie up a high proportion of working 
capital. This is extremely risky in the current economic climate and could threaten 
the viability of this medium-sized Scottish company. 

As mentioned in the previous question, one member has invested around £100k of 
staff resource to understand the impacts of various scenarios on their business and 
provided some in depth insights to various scenarios. If a mutually beneficial deal 
can be reached in which there is a suitable transition period and little change March 
2019.  The ongoing costs will be: 

a. Customs declarations and declarations using TRACES and the UK 
alternative declarations – Resourced either internally or contracted 
out.  It will involve a full-time employee being trained in understanding the 
customs declaration process to manage imports and exports to the EU. 
 

b.   Additional Export Health Certificates – The EU will require export 
health certificates which will increase certificate needs at cost of £50k 

 
What you consider the impact of a no-deal outcome would be for your 
business / organisation? 

FDF members are already feeling the impact of Brexit. The Scottish food 
manufacturing sector is 95% SMEs and many businesses do not have the resource 
or expertise to plan for a no-deal.  

Tariffs - Members foresee a further increase in costs due to higher import tariffs from 
goods coming from within the EU which could cost individual Scottish manufacturers 
hundreds of thousands of pounds and cumulatively run in to millions. Members will 
also be subject to tariffs to export to the EU, for one company this could increase a 
low-margin product by over 5% making the Scottish plant potentially unviable. 

In event of a no deal, there will need to be increased stock holdings to allow for 
delays at ports. This will result in increased storage charges, affect cash flow and be 
in danger of not meeting minimum remaining shelf life needs.  

 

The harsh reality is that in the event of a no deal, some members will lose all EU27 
business, one member quantified a loss of around 25% of their total Scottish plant 
business resulting in potentially closing their Scottish site and losing several hundred 
jobs. 
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To what extent, the guidance issued by the European Commission and UK 
Government has been helpful in helping you to prepare for the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU? 

Members were very clear that the guidance issued to date has been of no use to aid 
contingency or capacity planning and forecasting. In fact, the guidance has caused 
both business customers and consumers alarm and fear.  

The primary focus of our members is to ensure that they can weather the pre-Brexit 
storm. Members are focused on as much “business as usual” to ensure orders are 
fulfilled and customers are satisfied, members are facing a cumulative burden of 
policy initiatives including potential tax on plastic and a potential ban on promotional 
activity in Scotland which is making “business as usual” ever more challenging and 
costly. 

What further support or guidance you consider the Scottish Government, UK 
Government and / or European Commission should be providing to enable 
individuals, businesses and organisations in Scotland to prepare for the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU? 

In terms of practical support, a step-by-step plan for Brexit, of things to do and 
consider for Brexit and a no-deal Brexit would be of use for businesses. 

Members are concerned that there is a lack of contingency planning and capacity 
building by officials for the no-deal scenario. For example there has been no 
planning for increasing capacity at or number of border inspection posts to allow 
export of animal product from Scotland. 

Key to all of this is for all politicians to work together to ensure a deal is reached 
before 29 March. The best deal for food and drink manufacturing is a deal which will 
ensure no customs tariffs between the UK and EU and eliminate the need for new 
customs and vet controls/checks which do not presently exist.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Culture Counts 
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What impact the Article 50 negotiations have had upon your business / 
organisation to date?  

Mobility of Services  

Most events and festivals are planned at-least two years in advance; though the 
cultural sector is currently unable to plan-ahead with any certainty. This has an 
impact on touring performers who have a market in Europe. For example; EU festival 
organisers may be overlooking UK performers, as if visa‟s and work permits are 
required, this could significantly increase the costs to the organisers. Similarly, 
cultural programmers based in the UK cannot measure the operational costs of 
bringing in talent from the EU without knowing what the associated costs will be.  

Example scenario:  

Many cultural workers, work on small margins; which make them particularly 
vulnerable to extinction; when even seemingly manageable regulations come into 
force. For example; if a festival in France is booking folk-groups for a folk festival and 
most cost £1000; are they likely to book a band from Ireland for £1000? or from the 
new „third country non-member state of Scotland‟ where a similar band may now 
cost £2000? 

Potential ‘third country’ costs example: 

£1000 band fee 
£300 work permits? 
£500 visas? 
£200 equipment carnet? 
Total £2000 

If the above example scenario was to become a reality; our small to medium 
enterprises would be unable to compete and would quickly lose access to the 
market.  

Furthermore; if a reciprocal agreement benefiting EU and UK cultural sectors is not 
within reach; those who provide services (including performers and specialists) may 
have to manage further with-holding Tax and VAT costs.  For example: many 
countries pay performers fees „net of local taxes‟. Performers then needs to claim tax 
back; which is an administrative and a financial burden; and the instances of the use 
of this system may increase.  

Few can say for certain that they have lost bookings due to the uncertainty around 
touring costs; though we can draw worrying conclusions of what may be in store, by 
considering the damage to cultural relations and to businesses as is evident from 
recent visa refusals impacting on the Edinburgh International Book Festival and 
WOMAD „The World‟s International Arts Festival‟6.  Cultural specialists and experts 
have been denied entry to the UK because they are from a „third country‟ and the UK 
is about to become a third-country; will we be treated in a similar way?  

                                            
6 www.theguardian.com/books/2018/aug/08/visas-refused-for-a-dozen-authors-invited-to-book-festival 

http://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/aug/08/visas-refused-for-a-dozen-authors-invited-to-book-festival
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Exchange Rate  

There are agreements in place across the sector that were signed before Brexit 
which were agreed in Euros, which are now worth significantly less; due to the 
decrease in value of the British Pound. Artists have reported that EU materials and 
services are becoming more expensive.  

Case Study (Screen Machine) 

Our Screen Machine mobile cinema was built and is maintained in France, by a 
company called Toutenkamion, who are the only builders in the world of this very 
specialised piece of kit.  Yes of course other companies, including some in Britain, 
have the technology to design and build a mobile cinema from scratch, but we tried 
that with the first Screen Machine and it was such a disaster that we would never risk 
it again. Our present Machine is now 13 years old and had a major refit in 2017 at 
Toutenkamion‟s French factory. The shifts in the exchange rate following the Brexit 
vote meant that that refit cost several thousand pounds more than we had originally 
budgeted for.  

The Machine will continue to need to visit Toutenkamion on a biannual cycle for 
ongoing maintenance, but, much more importantly, our longer-term plan is to raise 
the funds to commission a third Screen Machine as we don‟t see the need for the 
service diminishing in anyway in the coming years.  So, a continuing poor exchange 
rate against the euro but, much more worryingly, the prospect of import tariffs, or of 
being charged French VAT which we could not reclaim, are all very worrying as they 
might raise the cost of a new Machine to a level we can‟t raise funds to match, as 
well as making ongoing maintenance costlier. So, ultimately, the very future of the 
service is at risk, and at a time when we‟re getting some of the best audience figures 
we‟ve seen in the service‟s entire 20-year history. 

What preparations, if any, are being made by your business / organisation for 
the range of scenarios which may result from the Article 50 negotiations?  

Micro-enterprises and small to medium enterprises are opening European offices 
while they still can. Brexit will have a negative impact on SMEs in particular7.  

The Creative Industries Federation recently issued guidance to members on how to 
prepare for „no deal‟8 

What do you consider the impact of a no-deal outcome would be for your 
business  

Scotland‟s cultural organisations may lose talented staff; who may not be able to 
remain in the UK. Some cultural organisations in Scotland employ a high number of 
people from non-UK, EU member states, including those fluent in many languages 
(essential for producers and programmers) and performers.  

                                            
7 www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-42767534  
8www.creativeindustriesfederation.com/news/creative-industries-federation-urges-creative-
businesses-start-preparing-risk-no-deal-brexit  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-42767534
http://www.creativeindustriesfederation.com/news/creative-industries-federation-urges-creative-businesses-start-preparing-risk-no-deal-brexit
http://www.creativeindustriesfederation.com/news/creative-industries-federation-urges-creative-businesses-start-preparing-risk-no-deal-brexit
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UK Universities are already struggling to attract the best academic staff9.  

 

 

The future relationship between the UK and the EU - The Cultural Accord 

The European Parliament Culture and Education Committee recently published 
C:\Users\jenni\Culture Counts Dropbox\Jennifer Hunter\Culture Counts\EU 
Parliament\Mobility of artists and cultural professionals.pdfa study10 into the mobility 
of artists and culture professionals: towards a European policy framework. This study 
outlines vital „remedy obstacles to mobility‟ for cultural workers:  

A. The recognition of the specific working regimes of artists and cultural 
professionals;  

B. Withholding tax and social security rules;  

C. The issuance of travel documents (visa). 

The Cultural Accord11 (pages 78 and 79), the section of the UK Government White 
paper; which deals with the potential future cultural agreement between the UK and 
the EU (Page 79 point 34) reads ‘The UK also attaches importance to the continued 
mobility of talented individuals and groups to support cultural, creative and sporting 
cooperation’. 

There is profound concern within the cultural sector as the UK Government has not 
made clear within the Cultural Accord their understanding of the importance of points 
A, B and C. 

  

                                            
9 www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/brexit/Documents/the-brightest-minds.pdf  
10 www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/617500/IPOL_STU(2018)617500_EN.pdf  
11https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7
25288/The_future_relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf  
 
 

file:///C:/Users/jenni/Culture%20Counts%20Dropbox/Jennifer%20Hunter/Culture%20Counts/EU%20Parliament/Mobility%20of%20artists%20and%20cultural%20professionals.pdf
file:///C:/Users/jenni/Culture%20Counts%20Dropbox/Jennifer%20Hunter/Culture%20Counts/EU%20Parliament/Mobility%20of%20artists%20and%20cultural%20professionals.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/617500/IPOL_STU(2018)617500_EN.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288/The_future_relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf
http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-and-analysis/brexit/Documents/the-brightest-minds.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/617500/IPOL_STU(2018)617500_EN.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288/The_future_relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/725288/The_future_relationship_between_the_United_Kingdom_and_the_European_Union.pdf
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The Scottish Council for Development and Industry 

Introduction 
1. The Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) is an independent 
and inclusive economic development network which has been serving Scotland 
since 1931. Our diverse membership represents all sectors and all geographies of 
the Scottish economy. We work on behalf of FTSE 100 companies, world-class 
universities and colleges, local authorities, charities and social enterprises, public 
sector agencies, trade unions and small- and medium-sized enterprises from across 
Scotland. Our mission is to inform, influence and inspire our members, alongside 
government, policymakers and other stakeholders. Through research, analysis and 
events, we provide the thought leadership, policy support and platform for 
collaboration necessary to deliver greater social and economic prosperity. 
 
2. The UK‟s departure from the European Union (EU), and its potential impact on 
our members and the Scottish economy as a whole, have been key priorities for 
SCDI since the referendum result in March 2016. We have engaged with our 
members on this issue on an ongoing basis during the Article 50 negotiations 
between the UK Government and the European Commission. This has been 
completed in-person and online throughout the 18-month period. 

What impact have the Article 50 negotiations had upon businesses and 
organisations to date? 

3. The Article 50 negotiations have had a negative impact on a wide range of 
businesses and organisations in Scotland, including many members of SCDI. 
Business values stability and predictability, which has not been forthcoming to date. 
The terms of the UK‟s exit from the EU – and even whether a bilateral agreement on 
the future economic relationship will be secured – remain unclear. The difficulty, 
complexity and deeply political nature of the negotiations to date has generated 
significant uncertainty for both employers and employees. 
 
4. Some of our members report that their businesses or clients have postponed, 
scaled-back or cancelled planned investment because they cannot confidently 
predict the regulatory landscape and macroeconomic climate of the post-Brexit 
Scottish economy. There is some evidence that activity in the construction sector 
has slowed as capital leaves the UK. Investment levels would be expected to 
rebound if, and when, a positive deal which supports the frictionless movement of 
goods, services, capital and people is agreed.  
 
5. Securing the rights of EU nationals as soon as possible is fundamentally 
important. Our members have raised concerns that the uncertainty over the terms of 
the final deal, particularly the future legal status of migrant labour from the EU and 
the European Economic Area (EEA), has already had a negative effect on the 
retention and attraction of EU/EEA migrants in Scotland. Significant and increasing 
numbers of EU/EEA nationals who call Scotland home are deciding to leave the UK, 
because of a perception that the UK is hostile to migrants – and that Brexit will 
negatively impact the performance of the UK economy and labour market. This trend 
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of outward migration will widen existing skills gaps and labour shortages, which have 
been a drag on economic growth. Scotland‟s population would be in decline without 
the current level of migration from the EU/EEA.  

 
6. As our members inform us, migrants are valued contributors to Scotland‟s social 
and economic prosperity – they raise families and enrich our communities; study or 
teach at our world-class universities and in our schools; create jobs and economic 
growth as innovators, entrepreneurs and small-business owners; and perform 
essential roles in the NHS, agriculture and hospitality. The rights of EU/EEA migrants 
resident in the UK on 29 March 2019 should be guaranteed, whatever the outcome 
of negotiations and regardless of „no deal‟, to support Scotland‟s economic and 
demographic needs. SCDI‟s preference is for the continuation of freedom of 
movement of people between the UK and the EU to ensure Scotland remains an 
open, inclusive economy. 
 
7. SCDI welcomes the commitment by the Scottish Government in its Programme 
for Government 2018-19 to create an information and support service on immigration 
and citizenship matters for EU citizens resident in Scotland.  

What preparations, if any, are being made by businesses and organisation for 
the range of scenarios which may result from the Article 50 negotiations? 

8. Completing adequate and effective preparations for the UK‟s exit from the EU, 
given the wide range of divergent scenarios, has proven challenging for business, 
particularly those which operate with EU supply chains and just-in-time processes, or 
those which are reliant on EU export markets. Some businesses and organisations 
are operating on the assumption of a „worst-case scenario‟ – that is, a „no deal‟ 
outcome – in order to minimise risk.  
 
9. The degree to which businesses and organisations are prepared for Brexit varies 
considerably. Most businesses and organisations have committed time and 
resources, albeit often limited, to Brexit scenario-planning. Substantial numbers of 
businesses have engaged in comprehensive planning for a range of divergent 
outcomes to the Article 50 negotiations.  
 
10. However, it is clear that a significant minority of businesses have not undertaken 
any planning to date citing insufficient capacity, insufficient information, uncertainty 
around the final terms of the UK‟s departure or unknown factors such as changes in 
input and labour costs. This final cohort of businesses and organisations, which 
SCDI expects to be particularly representative of small- and medium-sized 
enterprises, is of significant concern. SCDI has informed its members, in line with 
advice from the UK Government and the European Commission, that it is critical that 
all businesses, organisations and individuals plan now for Brexit. 

What would be the impact of a no-deal outcome for Scotland’s businesses and 
organisations? 

11. It is clear that a „no deal‟ outcome would be disastrous for the Scottish economy, 
particularly in the short- to medium-term. SCDI does not believe that there is a 
scenario in which „no deal‟ is better than any kind of deal.  
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12. „No deal‟ would disrupt the seamless flow of goods and services between 
Scotland and the EU, and the seamless operation of continental supply chains and 
just-in-time processes. It would create substantial delays for imports and exports at 
airports and ports, including perishable products and agri-goods which generate 
billions in exports for Scottish food and drink companies. Scottish pharmaceutical, 
chemical and related products would no longer be accredited for sale in the EU. The 
attractiveness of Scotland as a leading destination for inward investment would be 
severely damaged. The supply of labour and skills would decrease in an already 
tight labour market. Input and labour costs would likely increase, causing significant 
price inflation for consumers. Some observers, including the Chief Executive of The 
Royal Bank of Scotland, Ross McEwan, have suggested that „no deal‟ could 
precipitate a UK-wide recession. 
 
13. The best outcome for Scotland‟s businesses and organisations is that the UK 
remains part of the single market and the customs union. This model would be the 
only way to maintain the frictionless movement of goods, services, capital and 
people and to prevent a hard border on the island of Ireland. 

To what extent has the guidance issued by the European Commission and the 
UK Government been helpful in assisting businesses and organisations to 
prepare for the UK’s withdrawal from the EU? 

14. The technical notices published by the UK Government, which SCDI has 
promoted widely to our membership, set out clearly and in some detail the 
consequences of „no deal‟ in various areas. Some of our members report having 
studied this guidance and found it useful in assisting their preparedness. 
 
15. Nevertheless, these notices are not sufficient because they neither cover all 
sectors of the Scottish economy nor the consequences of other potential outcomes. 
It is these scenarios, which remain more likely than „no deal‟, which require more 
supporting information.  
 
16. Full preparedness, however, can only be facilitated by the clarity of a final deal. 
SCDI encourages the UK Government and the European Commission to reach 
agreement as soon as reasonably possible and to promptly and clearly communicate 
the details and implications of this agreement to businesses, organisations and 
individuals in Scotland. SCDI stands ready to assist in this effort through its 
members, stakeholders and networks. 

What further support or guidance should the Scottish Government, the UK 
Government and/or the European Commission provide to enable individuals, 
businesses and organisations in Scotland to prepare for the UK’s withdrawal 
from the EU? 

17. The Scottish Government and the UK Government need to provide further clarity 
on what will replace existing revenue streams from the EU which deliver economic 
growth, employment and productivity by funding regeneration, infrastructure, 
research, innovation and training. Between 2014 and 2020, Scotland had been 
expected to receive €5.6 billion from the EU, principally through the Common 
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Agricultural Policy (CAP) (over €500 million annually); the European Structural 
Funds programme to support economic development (€941 million); and the 
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (€108 million). In 2016, Scottish 
organisations were participating in projects supported by the Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation programme worth €250 million, of which nearly three-quarters was 
won by Scotland‟s higher education sector. Scotland outperforms its share of the 
UK‟s population (8.3%) by securing 14% of EU funding delivered to the UK. Some 
Scottish Government, Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise 
activities are directly funded by the EU. Scotland also participates in various socially 
and economically valuable EU programmes such as Erasmus, access to which 
should be maintained for Scottish-domiciled students. 
 
18. The UK Government has previously announced that the UK Shared Prosperity 
Fund will replace the European Structural Funds programme. However, little to no 
information on what it will be or how will it will operate has been released. More 
clarity on the design of this and other replacement schemes, particularly the 
successor to the CAP, is urgently required. 
 
19. SCDI believes that there should be an extended transition or implementation 
period after 29 March 2019 to mitigate the risk of the UK‟s withdrawal causing 
significant social and economic disruption and to enable businesses and 
organisations to maximise their preparedness. Extending the conclusion of the 
agreed transition period beyond 31 December 2020 should be explored by the UK 
Government and the European Commission. 
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Universities Scotland 

Introduction 

Universities Scotland welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Committee‟s 
inquiry on Article 50 preparedness. For the purposes of this inquiry we have 
focussed on the likely impacts of a „no deal‟ Brexit which would have the most 
dramatic impact on the Scottish higher education sector.  

Without a deal with the European Union (EU), Brexit would cause immediate 
uncertainty for EU nationals in Scottish higher education institutions (HEIs), 
prospective staff and students from within the EU and for those (staff and students) 
participating in any of the Horizon 2020, Structural Funds or Erasmus+ programmes. 

Key facts: why the relationship with the European Union is important to 
Scottish HEIs 

 Students from the EU made up 8.7% of all students at Scotland‟s HEIs in 
2016/17 (21,245 FPE)12 

 Staff from the EU made up 12.4% of all staff at Scotland‟s HEIs in 2016/17 
(5,495 FPE)13 

 Scottish HEIs received £94m in research funding in 2014/15 from the EU, 
which represents 9% of our total research funding. As of May 2016, Scottish 
HEIs received 13% of all Horizon 2020 funding to UK HEIs. Through Horizon 
2020, we have seen 480 projects with 2191 collaborating organizations and 
89 collaborating countries 

 In 2015, 2,098 students at Scottish HEIs studied abroad in Europe in 2015 
through Erasmus+, up from 1,558 in 2014 – an increase of 35% in one year 
alone 

 Scottish HEIs have also engaged strongly with the new International Credit 
Mobility strand of Erasmus+. In its first year (2015), the Scottish HE sector 
punched well above its weight, winning €1.2M, i.e. 21% of the total funding 
allocated UK-wide, sending students and staff all over the world. In 2017, an 
additional €9,643,175 was awarded to Scottish HEIs directly by the European 
Commission for the centralised actions (Erasmus Mundus Joint Master 
Degrees, Capacity Building in Higher Education, Knowledge Alliances and 
Jean Monet) 

We would like to see the UK Government take a number of measures to ensure 
disruption to Scottish HEIs is minimised over the coming months. These measures 
are: 

                                            
12 Data from HESA 2016-17, analysis by Universities Scotland 
13 Ibid 
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 Securing EU citizens‟ rights for individuals and their dependents and their 
access to public services 

 Agreeing to make no substantive change to rules governing EU migration until 
1 January 2021 

 Clarify its commitment for participation in EU programmes such as Horizon 
2020 and Erasmus+ 

 Establish back-up structures to mirror Horizon 2020 and Erasmus+ 

 Agreement on the recognition of professional qualifications to allow Scottish 
graduates to have their achievements recognised in the EU 

 How the UK Government will ensure the UK Shared Prosperity Fund will work 
as a successor programme to the EU Structural and Investment Funds. This 
is of vital importance to a number of our members, primarily the University of 
the Highlands and Islands in their commitment to inclusive economic growth 
in the Highlands and Islands 

In the event of a no deal, the sector in Scotland needs the UK Government to secure 
an effective longer-term settlement for HEIs. There is a significant risk that in the 
event of a no deal Brexit then the UK would be excluded from the EU‟s science and 
education programmes with immediate effect and would not be able to return until 
the UK‟s third country status is negotiated. 

Therefore a settlement is of utmost importance. This is an absolute requisite if 
Scotland is to remain a world-leader in the higher education sector. The UK 
Government should be finalising UK-EU accords on Science and Education with the 
EU Commission as soon as possible. This would allow progress on the UK to gain 
full association to Horizon Europe and Erasmus+ from the start of their programmes 
on 1 January 2021. 

Implications of a no deal Brexit 

If the UK was to leave the EU without a deal in place then the following 
circumstances would take effect on 29 March 2019: 

 The residency rights of EU nationals already working in HEIs would be 
unclear. We have received commitments from the Home Secretary (below) 
but HEIs need details from the UK Government to provide assurances to staff 
and students about the rights and entitlements 

 EU nationals entering the UK could be treated as third country nationals, 
subject to non-EEA immigration rules and requirements. The consequences 
of this will be an immediate restriction on the flow and staff and student talent 
to Scottish HEIs 

 The UK‟s ability to participate in Horizon 2020 and Erasmus+ could cease 
because there is no legal obligation for the UK to pay any financial settlement 
on exit. 
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What the UK Government has done so far 

The UK Government has already committed to a number of stability measures 
beyond March 2019 that we alongside Universities UK has actively lobbied for.  

 EU citizens‟ rights: the Home Secretary, Sajid Javid MP, has indicated that 
the UK-EU draft agreement on citizens‟ rights will be honoured, even if the UK 
is unable to reach an acceptable deal with the EU 27” and that “EU citizens 
living lawfully in the UK will be able to stay. No matter what happens.”  

 Horizon 2020: in July 2018, the UK government extended a commitment to 
underwrite payments of Horizon 2020 awards so that it covers grants applied 
for even after the UK leaves the EU in March 2019  

 Structural Funds: the same government guarantee of EU funding also 
underwrites the UK‟s allocation for structural and investment fund projects 
under the EU budget period to 2020  

 Erasmus+: the UK Government guarantee to underwrite the payments of all 
competitive grants also includes centralised Erasmus+ actions (e.g. 
collaborative bids). On mobility specifically, the government has also agreed 
to underwrite successful Erasmus+ grant agreements applied for between the 
British Council and institutions whilst the UK remains a member of the EU, 
going as far as covering mobility in 2019/20  

 EU student fee status/financial support: governments across the UK have 
confirmed that EU students starting a course in 2019/20 (the first cycle post-
Brexit) will still be eligible for home fee status as per existing rules. We have 
been working closely with the Scottish Government and are seeking 
confirmation that 2020/21 EU student entrants will be able to study on the 
current fees basis as well as engaging in exploration of options with the 
Scottish Government for how to maintain a sustainable flow of EU student 
talent after that 

 
Remaining areas of uncertainty and what action we would like to see taken 

We welcome the overall objective the UK Government has taken to higher education 
issues as it largely follows our own thinking. It is the UK Government‟s stated 
position that it wants to “continue to collaborate with European partners on major 
science, research and technology initiatives.14” 

However, we wish to see details finalised as soon as possible. 

There remains uncertainty facing the sector and our members in light of a no deal 
outcome. 

We are seeking clarity on: 
                                            
14 HM Government, Collaboration on science and innovation: a future partnership paper, 
September 2017 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/642542/Science_and_innovation_paper.pdf
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 What the residency, work and study rights would be of those EU nationals 
already working, studying or on Erasmus+ in Scottish HEIs (and their 
dependents) 

 What the immigration rules and requirements will be in place for EU nationals 

 How the UK Government‟s intended underwrites would work in practice, 
including who would be responsible for distributing funds; and what reporting 
and auditing requirements these would entail 

 Whether Scottish HEIs could access replacements to parts of the Horizon 
2020 programme, such as the European Research Council (ERC) and Marie 
Sklodowska-Curie Actions 

 Whether Scottish HEIs could access a replacement to Erasmus+ 

 What the legal status of Erasmus+ partnerships between Scottish HEIs and 
their Erasmus+ partner universities would be 

 What funding will be available to support outward student mobility to the EU in 
2020/21 

Research issues 

Currently, the UK Government has said it would underwrite funding for UK 
participations but it is not clear how UK Government and the European Commission 
would address cases where UK organisations lead consortia and are responsible for 
distributing funding to other participants. Furthermore, there may be projects which, 
due to the UK change in status from a member country to a third country, no longer 
fulfil the eligibility requirements for funding (as funds may require a specific number 
of member states involved in a project). It is unclear what would happen to these 
projects. 

Actions to be taken by UK and Scottish Governments 

We would therefore like to see the UK and Scottish Governments take the following 
actions based on our concerns outlined above: 

 Committing to unilaterally guaranteeing the rights of EU nationals working, 
studying or entering the UK by 31 December 2020, in line with the Settlement 
Scheme statement of intent 

 Ensuring that any substantive changes to rules governing EU migration are 
preceded by a period of two years to allow HEIs and prospective staff & 
students to prepare for any new system 

 Clarifying how the underwriting for EU grants will work in practice, including 
who will administer funds/make funding decisions and what would be required 
of HEIs who are in receipt of funds 
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 Setting out contingency plans for replacing access to Horizon 2020 funds, 
primarily the ERC and Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions 

 Commit to ensure, at least, the same net level of funding for research and 
innovation based on past performance over the lifetime of Horizon 2020. For 
clarity this would mean the level of funding reaching organisations, 
irrespective of any costs associated with establishing administrative 
structures; and,  

 Adopt the same administrative procedures (applications, calls for grants, 
evaluation processes) as the successor programme to Horizon 2020 to 
minimise disruption and bureaucratic burden for UK researchers 

 Setting out contingency plans for replacing access to Erasmus+ 

 Extending the existing Erasmus+ financial underwrite to also cover student 
mobility in 2020/21 

 Scottish Government to confirm its intentions about EU student entrants in 
2020/21 and its plans for EU students in the years that follow 
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NFU Scotland 

Article 50 Preparedness – NFU Scotland Response 

 Since the outcome of the EU referendum, NFU Scotland (NFUS) has argued 
strongly for free and frictionless trade to continue with the EU after Brexit. 
Without membership of the Single Market, NFUS has also advocated 
maintained membership of a Customs Union which would protect the UK‟s 
extremely high standards of production, and the delicate balance of trade 
flows. Maintained movement of people is also a key priority for NFUS, as the 
agricultural and food processing sectors rely heavily on non-UK nationals 
coming to work in vacancies in our sector. 

 What has become known as the „Chequers‟ agreement does not deliver on all 
these points, but in the absence of any better alternative, NFUS and the other 
UK farming unions welcomed the negotiating position as the most sensible 
way forward – in particular, the specific commitment to seek to achieve a free 
trade area for agri-food.  

NFU Scotland position on Article 50 negotiations  

1. As the largest organisation representing farmers and crofters in Scotland, 
NFUS has been involved in a range of industry and stakeholder groups that 
have received updates from UK and Scottish government on the progress of 
the negotiations. The Brexit Livestock Group, convened by the Livestock 
Auctioneers Association Limited, and the Brexit Arable Group, convened by the 
National Association of British and Irish Millers, are two examples of these 
groups that have received regular, sector-specific updates on progress with 
input from both governments. 

2. Through its Brussels representation (the Brussels Agricultural Bureau – BAB), 
NFUS has also been party to regular updates from colleagues in Brussels on 
progress with negotiations from the EU side. This has run alongside the 
intensive engagement which NFUS has undertaken with both UK and Scottish 
governments in order to promote the Brexit priorities of its 8,500 members. 

3. NFUS welcomed the agreement between the UK and EU negotiators for a time-
limited implementation period expiring on 31 December 2020. Agricultural 
businesses plan over many years and business decisions on animal rearing 
and planting are being taken now that will have an impact in three or four years‟ 
time. A smooth transitional period is therefore vital for the agricultural industry, 
as is continuity after the expiry of the transition period is also vitally important. 
NFUS has consistently argued that free and frictionless trade with the EU must 
be a first priority in the negotiation of the future UK/EU relationship so that 
farmers and crofters don‟t face a „cliff edge‟ scenario in March 2019, December 
2020 or at some undefined date after transition.  

4. NFUS agrees that the government, like any responsible business, should 
rightfully should plan for any outcome. However, NFUS continues to have grave 
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concerns about the lack of time left to achieve a deal that is meaningful on both 
sides. Whilst it was hoped that the Chequers declaration in July 2018 was 
indicative of some progress, the subsequent politicisation of the agreement has 
been very damaging to the confidence of the agricultural businesses which 
NFUS represents. NFUS is growing increasingly concerned that continued 
stagnation of the UK Government‟s approach towards its Brexit negotiating 
stance, and the obstructive position taken by EU negotiators at the September 
Saltsburg summit, could lead to „no deal‟ as an inevitability. 

The impact of ‘no deal’ 

5. To be clear about what a „no deal‟ Brexit would look like for the agricultural 
sector, it would mean no transition period between March 2019 and December 
2020, which would be hugely destabilising for the farming industry. It would also 
mean the UK becoming a third country overnight, bringing in hard borders and 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) default being imposed. That runs 
completely contrary to NFUS‟ desire for trade to be as friction-free as possible. 

6. „No deal‟ would also end freedom of movement overnight. Whilst NFUS 
recognises that it is an ambition of the UK Government to control migration – a 
position which NFUS does not support regardless of whether or not there is a 
deal – such an outcome would result in huge uncertainty for the vast amount of 
EU nationals who come to work on Scottish farms and in the food processing 
industry on a seasonal and a permanent basis. This could result in significant 
supply chain disruption.  

7. Third country status would put the UK on the same trading basis with Europe 
as any other country in the world. If Scotland did not have free access to the 
European Union, then exporters of red meat would face tariff rates of 92 
percent on exports of whole beef carcases; 45 percent on a lamb carcase and 
53 percent on a pig carcase. These tariffs don‟t include any additional cost of 
export certification and any costs associated with potentially lengthy delays at 
ports. This is simply unacceptable to NFUS, particularly as the livestock 
industry is such an iconic part of the Scottish agricultural industry.  

8. There is also the threat that a „no deal‟ with Europe may see a knee-jerk 
reaction from the UK Government that bring in "panic deals" with Third 
Countries like the US, Mercosur, Canada and the Antipodes. 

9. Farmers and crofters in Scotland are proud to produce food and drink to some 
of the highest standards in the world. High standards of production come at a 
cost – but one that pays dividends in giving Scottish produce high value in 
foreign markets which recognise this provenance and Unique Selling Point. 
NFUS has set out its grave concerns to the UK Government that the excellent 
standards of production adhered to in Scotland must be met by any agricultural 
and food imports. If this is not written in to any future trade deal with third 
countries, domestic producers could be undercut by cheaper produce produced 
to much lower standards. This is a red line for farmers and crofters in Scotland.   

10. In contrast, a deal on the UK‟s withdrawal gives the agricultural industry a clear 
opportunity to manage change and establish a clear operating and trading 
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environment. That offers a degree of certainty that businesses need. With 
confidence increasingly fragile, industry needs clear and positive signals from 
governments in this regard. 

 

NFUS position on UK Government’s technical notices 

11. As outlined, it is important that the UK Government prepares for any outcome 
however NFUS reiterates its position as regards the possibility of a „No Deal‟. A 
large number of the UK Government‟s technical notices concern issues directly 
involving, or connected to, agriculture and the food and drink supply chain.  

12. Without commenting on every relevant technical notice, in general NFUS 
wishes to highlight that the technical notices regarding trade with the EU and 
future support are a reiteration of previous statements from the UK Government 
rather than substituting any solid plan for businesses. As such, it is very difficult 
for the agricultural businesses that NFUS represents to plan accordingly.  

13. The technical notice on farm payments15 states that: “The government has 
pledged to continue to commit the same cash total in funds for farm support 
until the end of this parliament, expected in 2022: this includes all funding 
provided for farm support under both Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 of the current CAP. 
This commitment applies to the whole UK.” 

14. This statement is in line with previous statements made by the UK Government 
(see Annex). NFUS had previously welcomed the guarantees, which provide at 
least some stability and certainty but it is clear that this stability and certainty 
can only be in the very immediate short term after Brexit.  

15. Agricultural businesses plan over many years. Whilst NFUS understands that 
governments cannot make commitments beyond their lifetime, without 
confidence about the future of farm payments beyond 2022, Scottish farm and 
croft businesses have no clear steer on how they should prepare beyond this 
time – particularly if, in the wake of a „no deal‟ Brexit, trade flows are 
significantly disrupted. 

16. In addition to this, NFUS has repeatedly asked the UK Government to clarify its 
statements regarding “farm support” up to 2022. UK Government has not 
defined which schemes under the Common Agricultural Policy Pillars 1 and 2 
would be funded up to 2022. This is particularly concerning in terms of Pillar 2 
schemes. Pillar 2 support covers multi-annual agreements such as Agri-
Environment Climate Schemes, the Beef Efficiency Scheme, and advisory 
support via the Farm Advisory Service. Pillar 2 also encompasses lifeline 
payments such as the Less Favoured Area Support Scheme. 

                                            
15 www.gov.uk/government/publications/farm-payments-if-theres-no-brexit-deal  

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/farm-payments-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
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17. NFUS also has significant concerns about the content of the technical notice 
regarding „producing and processing organic food if there‟s no Brexit deal16‟, 
which suggests that organic agri-food products would not be allowed into the 
EU until UK organic certification bodies are officially recognised by EU 
Commission. As this stand, this approval could take up to nine months. NFUS 
is concerned this could effectively result in a trade embargo on organic exports 
to the EU – a hugely destabilising outcome for organic producers.  

18. In the UK Government‟s paper „producing food products protected by a 
geographical indication if there‟s no Brexit deal17‟ the UK Government sets out 
its intention to establish a new, UK scheme for Geographical Indications 
whether or not the UK leaves the EU with a deal. NFUS has numerous 
concerns with this approach, over and above the possibility of a „no deal‟ 
outcome. 

19. NFUS has set out in writing to the Secretary of States at the Department for 
Exiting the EU, Department for Food, Environment and Rural Affairs, and the 
Department for International Trade18, its preference that the UK seeks 
accession to the existing EU scheme for protected food names and 
geographical indications. It is concerning to NFUS that the UK Government‟s 
position would have UK producers that are seeking protected food name status 
apply to a domestic UK scheme and a separate EU scheme, due to the added 
bureaucracy. Clearly, it is also of great concern to NFUS that the food name 
protections that Scottish products currently have could be lost under new trade 
deals if the existing system of mutual recognition with the EU is not maintained. 

  

                                            
16 www.gov.uk/government/publications/producing-and-processing-organic-food-if-
theres-no-brexit-deal  
17 www.gov.uk/government/publications/protecting-geographical-food-and-drink-
names-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/producing-food-products-protected-by-a-
geographical-indication-if-theres-no-brexit-deal  
18 www.nfus.org.uk/news/news/uk-government-urged-to-pursue-mutual-recognition-
of-new-protected-food-names-after-brexit  

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/producing-and-processing-organic-food-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/producing-and-processing-organic-food-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protecting-geographical-food-and-drink-names-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/producing-food-products-protected-by-a-geographical-indication-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protecting-geographical-food-and-drink-names-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/producing-food-products-protected-by-a-geographical-indication-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/protecting-geographical-food-and-drink-names-if-theres-no-brexit-deal/producing-food-products-protected-by-a-geographical-indication-if-theres-no-brexit-deal
http://www.nfus.org.uk/news/news/uk-government-urged-to-pursue-mutual-recognition-of-new-protected-food-names-after-brexit
http://www.nfus.org.uk/news/news/uk-government-urged-to-pursue-mutual-recognition-of-new-protected-food-names-after-brexit
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Annex 

Since the referendum the UK Government set out that: 

 The UK agriculture sector will receive the same level of funding that it would 
receive under Pilar 1 (direct support) of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) 
until the end of the EU‟s Multi-annual Financial Framework (MFF) in 2020 (13 
August 2016)  

 CAP Pillar 2 (rural development support) projects signed before the UK leaves 
the EU will be honoured (3 October 2016) 

 Less Favoured Area Support Scheme (LFASS) applications made in 2019 will 
be honoured (31 August 2017) 

 

These statements are in addition to the Conservative Party Manifesto commitment in 
2017 which said the party, if elected, would deliver “the same cash total in funds for 
farm support” until the end of the parliament, which is in 2022.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-philip-hammond-guarantees-eu-funding-beyond-date-uk-leaves-the-eu
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-philip-hammond-guarantees-eu-funding-beyond-date-uk-leaves-the-eu
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/further-certainty-on-eu-funding-for-hundreds-of-british-projects
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-government-extends-guarantee-for-scottish-farmers-and-crofters
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Freight Transport Association 

The Freight Transport Association (FTA) is one of Britain‟s largest trade 
associations, and uniquely provides a voice for the entirety of the UK‟s logistics 
sector. Its role, on behalf of over 17,000 members, is to enhance the safety, 
efficiency and sustainability of freight movement across the supply chain, regardless 
of transport mode.  FTA members operate over 200,000 goods vehicles - almost half 
the UK fleet - and some 1,000,000 liveried vans. In addition, they consign over 90 
per cent of the freight moved by rail and over 70 per cent of sea and air freight.  

FTA welcomes the opportunity to respond to this call for evidence on the 
preparations for Brexit. To come to its expert opinion, the Association holds regular 
discussions with members and has also established a „Customs Working group‟, 
comprised of experts in trade arrangements drawn from a cross section of the 
membership, that has examined the plans put forward by the UK government in the 
White Paper – known as the Facilitated Customs Arrangement (FCA).   

The following are the questions posed by this call for evidence with  

What impact the Article 50 negotiations have had upon your business / organisation 
to date? 

The Freight Transport Association represents over 17,000 members across the UK. 
As an industry involved in the movement of goods, much of it across the EU and 
Rest of World.  

All our members share the aspiration of frictionless UK-EU trade. In particular 
members involved in the transportation of goods between the UK and the EU 
welcomed the proposal as, if agreed with the EU and combined with the wider free 
trade area, it would essentially retain today‟s frictionless trade routes.   

However, FTA members involved in Rest of World trade have noted that the FCA 
would, in effect, place the administrative burden further up the supply chain, to the 
importer/exporters rather than the transporters of goods, and have raised a number 
of concerns and questions about the practicalities of the FCA scheme.   

In summary our concerns include:  

Set up and operation: Under the FCA, Trusted Traders would be able to choose for 
themselves the correct duty to pay. This will require IT investment to match supply 
chain data to CDS, however as we understand it, CDS is currently not planning to 
produce this functionality, and there are no IT solutions ready for traders to use 
either. Further information is also required on how companies would become 
authorised to become Trusted Traders.   

Supply chain tracking: The most significant concern is how Trusted Traders would be 
able to track goods to the point at which they are finally consumed. International 
supply chains are complex, which goods crossing multiple borders before being sold 
to their final market. We have made detailed comments on this to government to 
ensure our members‟ concerns are fully understood.   
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There are a number of other areas where detailed information is required, including 
but not limited to issues related to VAT and Excise and clarifications on the 
reimbursement arrangements between the EU and the UK.  

What preparations, if any, are being made by your business / organisation for the 
range of scenarios which may result from the Article 50 negotiations? 

In terms of impacts on Scotland, the FCA would, as we understand it, mean that 
broadly speaking the impact on ports, airports and other infrastructure would be 
Business As Usual, however Scottish companies involved in Rest of World trade 
would have to ensure they were compliant with the FCA rules and if necessary make 
investments in IT infrastructure, training and/or use of specialist customs brokers to 
support their work.   

The FTA are examining the potential outcomes from the different scenarios that 
Brexit could deliver. This includes impact on recruitment of EU nationals, costs of 
tariffs and documentation for different customs procedures and Sanitary checks and 
the impact on supply chains caused by delays in the movement of goods between 
the UK and the EU. Congestion at Dover is a primary concern and something that 
would impact valuable Scottish exports that rely on the Dover Calais RoRo route for 
efficient route to market in Europe. 

What you consider the impact of a no-deal outcome would be for your business / 
organisation? 

Details of whether or not the country will have a Transition/Implementation Period 
are still unclear, there is still no decision on what Customs arrangements we will 
have from March 2019 onwards. 

Government has advised that all food and agricultural exports to the Continent and 
Ireland will be checked at EU ports - but there is nowhere to check them, and the 
system to check them does not exist.  We still don‟t know if we will be able to employ 
the 43,000 truck drivers in the UK that are nationals from another member state – 
that‟s 13% of our driver workforce. There is no clarification on whether UK drivers‟ 
qualifications are to be recognised, so they could well be barred from driving their 
own vehicles on the Continent. 

Another major concern is, under European law, unless an agreement is reached, 
there will only be 103 international haulage Permits to cover the 300,000 journeys 
made by British trucks to Europe each year.  The logistics industry is being asked to 
decide who would get a Permit to Drive if there are not enough to go around – in 
effect, being asked to destroy the businesses of its international haulage members. 

A transition period will be vital for the logistics industry. This is required for necessary 
time to implement software systems, staff training and recruitment and possibly the 
re-structuring of supply chains, this cannot be done at short notice or a cliff edge exit 
from the EU without a deal on transition period. 
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To what extent, the guidance issued by the European Commission and UK 
Government has been helpful in helping you to prepare for the UK’s withdrawal from 
the EU? 

Advice to date issued by The European Commission and the UK Government has 
helped the transport industry stress test some proposals such as the FCA however 
much guidance from both bodies can conflict and contradict. 

Without clear proposals and examples of the type of future relationship the UK will 
have with the EU post Brexit, it is very difficult for the Transport Sector to clearly plan 
and prepare for the UK‟s withdrawal from the EU. 

Guidance must also be forthcoming regarding the potential for a backstop regarding 
Northern Ireland. This could result in some loads having to be checked at Cairnryan 
prior to sailing to Belfast and Larne. If a backstop is agreed, then clear guidance on 
procedures and capacity at Cairnryan must be made available as soon as possible 
to enable shippers and hauliers to plan accordingly. 

What further support or guidance you consider the Scottish Government, UK 
Government and / or European Commission should be providing to enable 
individuals, businesses and organisations in Scotland to prepare for the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU? 

If agreed with the EU, then the FCA would essentially mean very few or no impacts 
on ports/airports. However, there would be impacts on any Scottish businesses 
carrying out Rest of World and EU trade.  

In the event of a No Deal scenario, there would be extensive work required by both 
ports and businesses to cope with the extra regulatory and physical challenges that 
could arise due to the conditions that a hard border with the EU would pose.   

The EU has made it very clear that all inbound goods exported from the UK, in a „no 
deal‟ situation, would be subject to the same levels of checks as other current 3rd 
countries. These checks would be both formal customs checks but also would 
include the full range of sanitary and phyto-sanitary checks if the vehicles were 
carrying plant/animal based products. This could result in port congestion as lorries 
are checked as they enter the EU territory.  

It is vital for Scottish and other UK ports that they are given clear guidance from the 
UK government as quickly as possible as to the future trading arrangements 
between the UK and the EU.   

Many businesses involved in the movement of goods with the EU may also require 
assistance in training provision for specialist customs procedures and use of 
software. This could be enabled via a specialist Logistics Apprenticeship scheme. 

Clarification form Government on workers‟ rights after Brexit must also be confirmed 
as soon as possible. Around 15% of HGV and 25% of warehouse workers are EU 
nationals. The transport industry must have assurances that involved in this work will 
retain the right to work in the UK after Brexit and businesses should also have 
assurances that they can continue to recruit EU nationals. There is already a 
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shortage of HGV drivers in Scotland and to restrict the ability to recruit EU nationals 
would have a devastating impact on the ability of transport operators to move goods 
efficiently. 

FTA members involved in the Wines and Spirits sector would welcome further details 
on Excise movements. There is no clarification regarding the retention of EMCS. 
Only EU Member States have access to EMCS and the SEED database. Are the UK 
proposing that the UK are still allowed access and if so how would that work with the 
Excise Directive? This is especially important for the Whisky trade in Scotland. 

Our members also stressed that removal of tax checks alone is not sufficient for fluid 
borders and therefore welcomed proposals to have no Phyto-Sanitary or security 
checks either, provided these can be negotiated with the EU. However the proposal 
does not guarantee long-term certainty, as if the UK diverge or the EU introduce new 
rules that the UK don‟t agree with, the whole agreement is in jeopardy. How would 
government reassure business on this issue? 
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